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THE MARINER JUPITER/SATURN 1977 MISSION
H. M. Schurmeier
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
A dual flyby mission to the planets and satellite
systems of Jupiter and Saturn is being planned for
Fall 1977 launch. Two Mariner spacecraft, fully
attitude-stabilized and carrying about 90 kg of
instruments to support some eleven experiments,
will make interplanetary measurements for a
minimum of about four years. They will spend
several weeks investigating the planets and several
of their satellites at close range, using TV
cameras, ultraviolet and infrared spectrometers,
and a variety of other scanning instruments, field
and particle sensors, and radio devices. The
mission and equipment designs are described in
terms of the integrated plan for a thorough and
coordinated scientific exploration of the two
planetary systems.

INTRODUCTION
The Mariner Jupiter/Saturn ]977 Mission was
authorized in 1972 to begin the comparative
close-range study of the outer planets of the
Solar System with dual flyby encounters of Jupiter
and Saturn. It will make use of two identical
Mariner-class, fully stabilized spacecraft
launched to Jupiter by Titan/Centaur vehicles, and
transferred to Saturn trajectories by gravity turns
at Jupiter. Launch operations at Cape Kennedy are
scheduled for August-September, 1977 with the time
of flight about four years (Reference 1).
Instruments to support eleven investigations of
the planets and their satellites and the inter
planetary and interstellar media will be carried
on each spacecraft. Five instruments are on the
scan platform which can view almost the entire
celestial sphere. The use of X-band as well as
S-band communications frequencies permits data to
be returned at very high rates from the planets
and data return should be achieved at least to a
distance of 20 AU reached eight years after
launch.

early data being used to direct later investiga
tions. Scientific activity will prevail throughout
the flight operations period with high intensity
during the long planetary system encounter phases.
The tracking stations of the Deep Space Network
will support this mission, using the 26-meter
antennas for cruise operations, and 64-meter
systems for planetary and long range data acqui
sition.
The scientific objectives of the mission are very
broad. First, to conduct comparative studies of
the two planetary systems. This means acquiring
data to characterize the field and charged particle
environments, atmospheres, and bodies of Jupiter
and Saturn with close examination of one or more
satellites of each, and the rings of Saturn. In
addition, to study the interplanetary and inter
stellar media by observation and by in situ
measurements out to more than ten astronomical
units from the Sun.
-The gravity-turn technique of obtaining a large
velocity change for the spacecraft by a precisely
aimed passage through an intermediate planet's
gravitational field was developed by Clark and
Minovich in the early 1960's, and first demon
strated by Mariner 10 in February, 1974. In that
case, the gravity of Venus helped send the space
craft to Mercury. In this mission, Jupiter's
gravity will turn and accelerate the two Mariners
toward Saturn.
The flights from the Earth to the Jovian System
will take about 1^ years. Scientific operations
there will last several weeks. The flights from
Jupiter to Saturn will take 2 to 2^ years,
depending on how far from Jupiter each spacecraft
is targeted. Approximately once a month during
the interplanetary flight phases, one or the other
of the spacecraft will carry out a science roll
maneuver, so that its instruments may be calibrated,
or may scan the celestial sphere.

Project Management responsibility has been assigned
to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology with support of NASA Lewis
Research Center for the launch vehicle system.
General Project Plan
The Jupiter/Saturn mission (Figure 1) will employ
two new, identical, re.ther large Mariner space
craft, fully attitude-stabilized, and with
programmable electronics capable of several thrust
maneuvers for course correction, and of continuous
communications, precision two-way tracking and high
data rates. Two Spacecraft are launched both to
enhance mission reliability and to broaden the
investigations of the planets and satellites with

Context of the Mission
This mission benefits from planning conducted under
the name of the Outer Planets Grand Tour (Reference
2), which sifted the opportunities for multiplanet flyby missions in the outer Solar System
during the late 1970's and 1980's. The thermo
electric outer planet spacecraft (TOPS) studies
(Reference 3) initiated the development of the
radioisotope thermoelectric generators for space
craft power, more efficient telecommunications
systems including larger antennas, and various
advanced attitude control schemes. Some of the
MJS77 spacecraft elements are derived directly from
prior or current planetary spacecraft, including
Mariner and Viking.
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SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS ABOUT JUPITER AND SATURN

With respect to the physical environment of Jupiter
and the interplanetary medium between here and
there, the Mariner Project is fortunate to have the
Pioneer Jupiter mission as a pathfinder. Some
years ago, there was concern on the part of plane
tary mission planners that passage through the
asteroid belts might expose the spacecraft to
unacceptable hazards or damage from cosmic dust.
In similar fashion, Earth-based observers deduced
the presence of intense, trapped radiation belts
around the planet Jupiter. Thanks to the data of
Pioneer 10 (Reference 4), we know that the first
concern is groundless, but the threat of Jupiter's
charged-particle environment is very real. We are
incorporating what Pioneer 10 has told us into the
Mariner mission and spacecraft design while
awaiting confirmation and amplification of this
information by Pioneer 11.

The scientific motivations propelling this mission
are as powerful as the technical challenges, and
they are at least as compelling as those which
accompanied Mariner 4 to Mars almost ten years
ago. The giant planets Jupiter and Saturn, and
their large families of satellites, pose many large
and perplexing questions to the planetary geolo
gist, the meteorologist, the physicist and the
chemist (Reference 5).

Three previous Mariner missions and four inter
planetary Pioneers have given us experience on the
ability of spacecraft designed for a flight of less
than one year to operate successfully over a period
of three or four times as long, and have exercised
communication systems at distance of about 2h AU.
The Jupiter Pioneers, initially designed for
two-year 5 AU missions, are extending this exper
ience beyond those limits. The new Mariner mission
must wait about four years after launch for the
completion of the basic scientific observations.
The Saturn results must be communicated over a
distance of ten astronomical units. In addition,
the range from the Sun precludes the use of solar
electric power sources for the spacecraft, and
radioisotope thermoelectric generators must be used.
Thus, in many ways, Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 is
a logical extension of design and operating prin
ciples demonstrated in the investigation of the
inner solar system, and at the same time, the new
requirements and environments of outer planet
exploration call for new features in equipment and
technique, but to the eleven scientific investi
gator teams, this mission offers new expectations
and new challenges.
First, there is the unhurried examination of
Jupiter, several of its satellites, and its exten
sive, magnetic and charged particle interactions
with the solar plasma 4 and perhaps with its own
moons as well. Next comes the deliberate survey
of Saturn's system--satellites, rings and the large
lightweight planet itself. Finally, (although
this investigation will have begun near Earth),
the two spacecraft will transverse the interplane
tary medium from a radius of one astronomical unit
out to more than ten times that distance, and then
perhaps cross the outer boundary of the solar
plasma and sample the interstellar medium somewhere
beyond Saturn.
We do not expect the fantastic denouement of
Arthur C. dark's 2001 from Mariner Jupiter/Saturn
1977, but it is likely that this complex outer
planet exploration will foster a dramatic growth
in our knowledge of those distant and fascinating
worlds, and a new understanding of the character
of our solar system and the background of our own
planet's biography.

The giant planets as a class differ from those near
the Earth in almost every respect (Table 1). They
orbit the Sun at from 5 to 30 astronomical units,
and receive correspondingly little radiant energy
from it. Yet Jupiter, for certain, and Saturn
probably as well, radiates more energy than it
receives. Both of these planets have deep, opaque
and colorfully banded atmospheres, and they rotate
very rapidly. Masses of the outer planets are
from ten to hundreds of times that of the Earth,
but their densities range down to less than that
of water in the case of Saturn. From this datum,
they must be composed principally of light elements,
such as hydrogen and helium, with only a small
proportion of the materials which make up our
planet. The giants have many satellites, some of
which are larger than our Moon (Table 2 and
Reference 6).
The deep atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn, which
must consist mostly of hydrogen and helium, are
rendered opaque by high cloud decks, apparently
very complex in structure. Permanent banding and
ephemeral disturbances or storms have been charted
from Earth at low resolution, and Jupiter's longlived Red Spot (Figure 2) has been tracked for
many years. The dynamics of energy transport
within these gas globes must be gigantic and
complicated. The presence of simple, organic
compounds as cloud constituents, and the possi
bility of heavy-element traces have been suggested.
We must do without direct data on the interiors of
the giant planets for a long time, but we can be
sure that their structure is alien to our innerplanet conception. Whether they possess solid
surfaces at all, and what form the dominant
constituents will take under the extreme conditions
in the interior, are important questions. Careful
charting of any anomalies in mass and density,
spectrochemical analyses of the atmospheres, and
radio probing as deep as possible may support new
inferences on the structure and composition of the
planets.
Several of the 22 known satellites of the two
planets are almost the size of the planet Mercury,
though their densities appear to be much less.
Some are known already to possess atmospheres.
These will be profitable objects of study, as their
geological history is certain to be quite different
from the wanner bodies of the inner system. Most
of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn are smaller,
more like asteroids. Nothing is known about their
structure or composition at all.
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Both spacecraft will be launched from Complex 41
at Cape Kennedy in the morning to mid-day local
time, with a long coast parking orbit resulting
in injection to the Jupiter trajectory over the
Southwest Pacific. The launch period is some
30 days long in August and September, 1977, with
a minimum turnaround between launches of about
ten days.

The rings of Saturn (Figure 3) are believed to
consist of myriad small ice particles in circular,
nearly co-planar, equatorial orbits. The particle
size, density and composition of this unique and
apparently transitory feature need to be known to
understand its history in relation to that of the
solar system.
Jupiter is known to have a powerful magnetic field
which, according to Pioneer 10 data (Reference 4),
has a rather unusual shape. The interaction of
this field with the solar plasma, and its possible
effects, such as auroral displays in the atmosphere
and interaction with the inner satellites, should
be studied for possible explanation of the planet's
radio emissions and for a general understanding of
the behavior of charged particles in nature. Radio
emissions from Saturn have not yet been observed;
whether the phenomenon is damped by the rings, or
whether the solar plasma does not extend as far as
this planet, or what other effects might be respon
sible, remains to be understood. If the outer
boundary or shock front of the solar plasma is not
too far beyond Saturn's orbit, this mission can
examine the transition from the solar to the inter
stellar medium, and help to place our system in its
galactic environment.

The Titan IIIE/Centaur D-1T is a combination of the
most powerful member of the USAF Titan series with
the latest version of the NASA Centaur upper stage
and a new aerodynamic fairing covering the space
craft and Centaur stage. The combined vehicle
system will also launch the Viking Mars-Lander
missions and the Helios solar probes. Titan is
manufactured by Martin-Marietta Aerospace in Denver,
with the strap-on, solid rockets made by United
Technology Center. Centaur is manufactured by
General Dynamics Convair Aerospace in San Diego.
The aerodynamic fairing is made by Lockheed in
Sunnyvale. NASA Lewis Research'Center in Cleveland
is the vehicle program manager.
The final increment of launch velocity is provided
by a solid rocket in the spacecraft propulsion
module. Monopropellant-hydrazine attitude-control
thrusters on the propulsion module are controlled
by and fueled from the mission module. This
propulsion module is jettisoned shortly after solid
motor burnout.

For the most part, the investigations to be con
ducted by Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 are mutually
reinforcing in groups which can address various
problem areas. The fields and particles instru
ments have traditionally, in prior planetary and
interplanetary missions, added to each other's
results in studying the behavior of the Sun, the
effects of its plasma and flares, and the magnetic
and particle properties in plasma interactions of
the planets. Ultraviolet and visible-spectrum
instruments will aid this effort by searching for
atmospheric aurorae.

The 750 kg mission module of the spacecraft is
closely related in functional capability to previous
Mariner spacecraft though, in configuration, it
appears to resemble the Pioneer Jupiter spacecraft.
This comes about because of certain physically
prominent features required by a mission so distant
from the Earth and Sun, whether the spacecraft is
spinning, as in Pioneer's case, or stabilized, as
i n Mariner.

As many as possible of the satellites will receive
the same complex investigations as a planet nor
mally does, limited by the time available in their
proximity. Visual surveys, spectral scans, temp
erature surveys, mass and size determinations, and
where possible, radio probing of possible atmos
pheres and ionospheres will be performed as
appropriate.

MISSION EQUIPMENT

The basic equipment of the Mariner spacecraft
(Figures 4 & 5) including the computer command
subsystem, atittude control electronics, scientific
data handling and control, radio receivers and
transmitters, power conditioning circuitry and the
like, are housed in a ring of compartments, care
fully shielded to maintain the necessary operating
temperature. The 3.7-meter diameter reflector
antenna, through which engineering and scientific
information is sent home to Earth, is mounted on
the Sun side of this ring. Folding structures which
support the fixed and scan platform mounted instru
ments and the radioisotope thermoelectric generators
are attached on opposite sides, respectively north
and south in celestial coordinates. A long mag
netometer boom slants towards the Sun and two radio
astronomy antennas slant back from it.

The Jupiter/Saturn mission calls for a launch
energy greater than any previous mission —a value
of about 100 km2/sec2 (Reference 7). This requires,
for the Mariner spacecraft, the use of the Titan
IIIE/Centaur D-1T launch vehicle with an added
"upper stage." The additional "stage" is the
propulsion module portion of the spacecraft which
uses the mission module guidance and control
electronics, resulting in a performance and
reliability advantage.

Several major differences from Mariner design
predecessors characterize this design. A major
one is the electrical power source. Solar electric
power becomes difficult to implement with the
Jupiter mission, and virtually impossible at the
10 AU distance of Saturn, where 100 square meters
of solar panels would be required for every one
which was adequate in Earth orbit. Instead, the
outer planet Mariner carries three plutonium-fueled
generators, developed under the Atomic Energy

The giant planets themselves will be subject to
the entire array of investigation, including
extensive surveys of atmospheric properties and
composition, and sampling of radio emissions, and
measurement of magnetic fields, as well as those
already indicated.
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Commission. These devices generate about 7,000
watts of heat, converted into about 400 watts of
electrical power by the time the mission module
reaches Jupiter. The excess heat and radioactivity
pose problem:-, in spacecraft design as well as in
ground handli ng.
Spacecraft telecommunications have advanced rapidly
during the age of interplanetary exploration. A
decade ago, Mariner experimenters had to be satis
fied with a rate of 8-1/3 bps on Venus and Mars.
Mariner 1977 is expected to send back pictures,
spectra, and other measurements from Jupiter at
about ten thousand times that rate and from Saturn
at about 4000 times the Mariner 4 data rate. Where
did te^communications find all those bits? Almost
every step in the communications link between.space
craft and Earth has been re-examined and
re-engineered and improved. Developments in the
Deep Space Network have included reduction in noise
temperature, installation of large antennas in the
global Deep Space Network redesign cf the antenna
feeds and low noise receivers, all leading to
improved sensitivity. In spacecreft equipment, an
increase in transmitter power, a new telemetry
coding system, and the use of a larger antenna have
resulted in similar gains. Improved understanding
of the properties of the interplanetary medium and
years of experience with interplanetary communi
cations have led to a reduction of required margins
and far more accurate predictions of telecommuni
cations performance. Finally, the introduction of
X-band communications (at 8422 MHz, two octaves
above S-band, the frequency previously used) means
a narrower beam and greater efficiency. In this
year's Mariner 10 mission, a portion of the X-band
system was flown as an experiment, with the ground
equipment installed at Golds tone.
Another evolutionary departure from previous
Mariner experience is in what we might call the
spacecraft "muscles." 'Attitude control actuation,
trajectory correction, and stabilization of the
propy1sion modu1e which provides the last increment
of injection energy near Earth are integrated under
i s i ng II e sys tern of p 1 umb ing and elect ronics. The
attitude control thrusters are small, monopropellantIhifdrazine thrusters instead of cold gas jets. Eight
of the twelve thrusters are aligned in a. singledirection so they may also be used together in lieu
of a single engine for trajectory correction
maneuvers . The 1 arger , s tabi1i z ing thrusters of
the propulsion module are fed from the same
hydrazine supply, and controlled by the same
autopi lot. This consol idation—especi al ly that of
fuel—provides a considerable savings of mass, and
an additional degree of in-flight flexibility in
expendab1e utiIization .

Another trend in Mariner design has been toward
i nc rea s ed f 1 ex i b 1 e au tononjy of s pa, cec raft functions.
The early Mariners had hard-wired sequences for
near-Earth and p 1 anetary-e ncounter opera ti on s w i th
midcourse maneuvers conducted under stored and

direct commands and ground command backups for
most critical functions,. Mariners 6 and 7 introdu ce th e p rog r ai—a b 1 e s pa ce c ra f t comp u te r , in which
extended encounter sequences could be restructured
in flight, altered by command. The 1977 Mariner
m i s s i on mo d u 1 e w i 11 i' n c 1 u de an expanded computer
col—and system* programmable flight data system
and programmable attitude control electronics,
offering a maximum of flexibility in responding to

flight conditions and observed scientific oppor
tunities.
The character of the Jupiter/Saturn 1977 Mission
requires many different modes of scientific
investigation (Table 3). Eleven separate scien
tific investigations have been approved for the
mission, each supported by sensors or other instru
ments or equipment aboard the spacecraft (Figure 5).
The total payload of scientific equipment amounts
to about 90 kg.
The scanning instruments mounted on the Mariner scan
platform require high pointing accuracy, and a
variety of objects of interest call for a very wide
range of viewing angles. Mounted away from the
body of the mission module as it is, the platform
offers a wider range of viewing than previous
designs. The long planetary occultations planned
near Jupiter and Saturn will require extended data
storage capacity, and the tape recorder, adapted
from the Viking Orbiter recorder will have a
capacity of the equivalent of about 100 TV pictures.
The fields and particles sensors, and other nonscanning instruments, are variously mounted about
the spacecraft structure. The Radio Science
investigation will employ the S/X-band communica
tions and tracking system to acquire its data.
Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 will use the long
established tracking and data acquisition and
mission operations facilities developed to support
lunar and planetary missions. The principal
difference from previous missions will be the long
tenure of critical operations. Lunar lander and
orbiter missions have typically involved flight
phases of a few days, followed by lunar operations
of weeks or months. Mariner planetary flyby
missions have been in transit for a period of
months, and at encounter for a period of hours or
days. The Mariner 9 Mars orbiter did, and the
Viking Orbiter/ Lander will, call for long-term
planetary operations following a several months 1
flight to the planets. Earlier Pioneer missions,
normally long-lived, had no period of intense
activity and high data rates corresponding to the
planetary encounter. Only the Pioneer 10 mission
to Jupiter so far has given any foretaste of the
operational demands likely to be made by the
Mariner 1977 Project, and its scope of operations
are much less complex than those of Mariner.
This mission will use the 26-meter and the 64-meter
antenna systems (Figure 6) of the Deep Space Net at
various phases of flight, and will conduct many
critical operations in the four-year term of
flight operations. Each spacecraft will carry out
an extended roll calibration and celestial survey
program every one-half AU out from the Sun. Six
to ten trajectory correction maneuvers will be
conducted with each spacecraft. The joint encounter
operations at Jupiter will occupy several months,
including flyby of, satellites, as well as the two
spacecraft passes by and behird Jupiter; then each
spacecraft will have operations at Saturn, lasting
many weeks, also including satellite encounters and
planetary occultations. This long and complex
mission, totaling four years, will make demands on
operational equipment and personnel equivalent to
several projects of more conventional scope.
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the discovery of Venus-Mercury opportunities which
led to the Mariner 10 mission.

MISSION DESIGN
Designing planetary missions is a long, iterative
process of balancing mission objectives and
scientific investigatory goals with the technical
capabilities of the project elements and the
constraints and conditions of the working environ
ments. I believe that, in practice, unmarned space
investigation tends to advance the state of the
art in operations, and to push the limits of
technology development more than most technical
activities. As a result, the balance between
requirement and capability is a very fine one.
Another result is that evolution is rapid.

At first, it appeared that new guidance technology
would be necessary to make such missions possible,
but analytical studies done by Francis Sturms and
Elliott Cutting showed that multiple missions were
feasible with current techniques. At the same
time, Gary Flandro identified a series of outer
planet missions based on Jupiter flyby, including
the four-planet Grand Tour. Mariner Jupiter/Saturn
is the first mission in this outer planet series.

One general goal in recent Mariner projects has
been system flexibility, permitting us to modify
and improve planetary exploration activities during
the flight, on the basis of new observations, or to
accommodate changed conditions. The replanning
(twice) of Mariner 9 operations, after the loss of
Mariner 8 and in response to the great Martian
dust storm, and the modification of Mariner 10
spacecraft operations to meet the challenge of
in-flight problems, demonstrate this flexibility.
Thus, the evolution of the mission will continue,
even as the mission is being conducted.
At this writing, Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 is
about three-and-a-half years from launch, over
five years from Jupiter, and more than seven from
Saturn flyby. Therefore, we are a long way from
specifying the exact profile of the mission. The
planning process is well underway, but data on
system capabilities and environmental conditions
are still comirg in—most recently, the Jupiter
data from the Pioner 10 mission. Thus, it is only
meaningful to discuss representative aspects of the
mission profile. However, the nature of the
multiple planet mission and contemporary techniques
of mission planning prescribe that the ultimate
mission profile will fall within a definite and
describable envelope.
Flight Mission Design
The Mariner 1977 trajectory may be divided into two
major flight periods, each with a starting phase in
which energy is applied, a ballistic interplanetary
phase, and a planetary target encounter. For the
first component, the energy is put in near- Earth by
the launch vehicle and the propulsion module of the
spacecraft, and the planetary target is Jupiter.
The second period is "launched" during Jupiter
flyby by the interaction of the spacecraft arrival
velocity and the planet's moving gravitational
field, and its target is Saturn. These two periods
overlap at Jupiter, and the Saturn objectives
constrain the geometry of the operation at Jupiter
(Figure 7).
Holding these two periods together, and making this
relatively quick outer planets mission possible, is
the gravity- turn trajectory-change maneuver. This
concept was articulated by Arthur C. Clarke in his
science fiction novel published in 1952 (and again
in the novel version of 2001: A Space Odyssey).
It was progressively studied technically in the
British Interplanetary Society and by a number of
scientists, culminating in the computer analysis
techniques developed by Michael Minovitch and
V. C. Clarke, Jr., at JPL in the early 1960's, and

The basic tradeoff for the first, or Earth-toJupiter period of the mission, given the energy
capacity of the launch vehicle system, is between
spacecraft mass and trajectory, including launch
opportunity. Both of these sets of parameters
affect the quality of the mission. Spacecraft
mass, through engineering reliability, and capabil
ity, and through the size of the scientific payload
and the trajectory through the launch opportunity
(which affects the probability of accomplishing
both launches), through flight time, which affects
reliability, and encounter geometry in timing.
These considerations have applied to every deep
space mission, and considerable experience has
been built up with this part of the mission-design
task, though the complexity of Jupiter system
operations and the extended flight time make new
demands on encounter planning.
The second flight period from the gravity turn at
Jupiter through Saturn encounter, poses new prob
lems. Spacecraft mass is no longer significant,
.but the Outer Planets' geometry, which changes as
the planets move in their orbits, has become
important. The spacecraft incoming velocity vector
at Jupiter, and especially the flyby radius, are
the "launch" parameters. The flight path design
tradeoff is between Jupiter encounter parameters
and the characteristics of the subsequent flight
to Saturn. However, at Jupiter, there arises a
more critical tradeoff: the effect of Jupiter's
radiation environment on spacecraft survival and
the acquisition of scientific data.
Prior to Pioneer 10's flyby of Jupiter in December
1973, theoretical models of the charged-particle
environment near the planet had been developed,
based on analogues to the Earth's interaction with
the solar wind. The Pioneer spacecraft came
within 200,000 km, or less than three times the
planets radius, of Jupiter. It acquired data
indicating that the Earth analogy is not a good
one, forcing a reconstruction of the theoretical
model of the Jupiter environment. The energetic
proton environment appears to be no more severe,
but the energetic electron environment is thought
to be several orders of magnitude more severe than
previously estimated. This has led to an effort
to determine the radiation-resistance limits of
the spacecraft subsystems and scientific instru
ments, and what is required to "harden" the less
resistant devices. That effort is presently
underway. Its results will affect Mariner sub
system and instrument design on the one hand,
determining the reliability and other character
istics of flight equipment, and, on the other, it
may affect Jupiter flyby conditions, which arc the
"launch" conditions for the Jupiter-to-Saturn
period of the flight path, determining flight time
and geometry.
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Flight Science Planning
For at least two reasons, planning of Mariner
Jupiter/Saturn scientific operations is very
complex and entails an extended effort prior to the
four-year flight period. The first is the large
number of objects of scientific interest to be
observed during the mission; the second is the large
number and different nature of instrumental investi
gations carried out from aboard the Mariner 1977
spacecraft.
The medium through which the spacecraft pass on
their flight paths, the solar, planetary, and
perhaps ultimately interstellar fields of charged
particles and magnetic fields, constitutes objects
of interest to many scientists. Observational
conditions for these phenomena are determined by
the spacecraft trajectories, particularly in the
case of the planetary fields, and by flight life
times in the case of any interstellar effects.
Encounter geometry of the spacecraft relative to
the planet and the Sun is important for planetary
field investigations.

Mariners 6 and 7, this program was modified, and
renamed POGASIS for the Mars Orbiter Mariner 9, and
was also used by Mariner 10. A simplified version,
called SCOUT, has been employed extensively in
testing various mosaic plans and instrument
strategies for selected Jupiter and Saturn flyby
trajectories (Figure 10).
In addition to these mission simulations of instru
ment geometries, time line schedules of object
observations and other instrument operations must
be constructed. These become one part of the
encounter sequence eventually; at present, they are
merely an aid to the various science and mission
trade-off studies.
Mission Profile
Within the constraints imposed during the launch
phase in and around August, 1977, during the Jupiter
flyby phase in the spring and summer of 1979 and by
the large scale planetary geometry, an excellent
Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 mission is evolvinc,.

Survey of the sky, particularly by ultraviolet
instruments, is an important Mariner scientific
operation, as demonstrated recently by Mariner 10;
this may be carried out by periodic spacecraft
maneuvers to sweep the sensor fields of view
around the celestial sphere.
Investigation cf planets and satellites, the primary
•objective of this mission obviously requires flying
close to then; however; the Mariner 10 mission has
demonstrated that visual and other scanning instru
ments can acquire excellent data at moderately long
ranges, so that relatively many satellites of
Jupiter or Saturn may reasonably be observed
(Figure 8). The timing of observational passes
must nevertheless be carefully planned for the
objects which may be observed at relatively high
resolution and mapped, at various wavelengths.
Mosaics of observations must also be planned.
A number of excellent software planning aids have
been developed to support such studies and pro
jections. The technique may be said to have begun
in the Ranger Lunar Program when three-dimensional
moving models were constructed to simulate the
spacecraft approach and project the coverage of TV
cameras. These programs take in ephemeris data and
selected spacecraft trajectories, and produce
graphic representations of viewing geometry.
Broadest in scope of these simulations is the K-PLOT
II program whose output is a motion picture or
series of frames depicting the dynamic flyby
georr.ctry viewed from the spacecraft toward the major
planets or satellites. A typical frame is given in
Figure 9. This helps us determine timing and view
ing angles, and to choose satellite opportunities;
most of all, It provides an overview of the char
acteristics of a given trajectory for the benefit
of scientific investigators and mission sequence
planners.
More particular instrument pointing information,
designed to benefit all scan platform instruments,
but of major application in TV experiment planning,
are the graphic outputs derived from the PEGASIS
Program of 1969. Designed for and used in planning
and geometrically defining the instrument scans for

The mission will be flown within the 5-10 Jupiter
radii region with the specific location being
determined primarily by the effect of the Jovian
charged particle environment on the science instru
ment interference and spacecraft reliability. This
will permit solar and earth occultation of the
spacecraft by the planets, some Galilean satellite
encounters at ranges of less than 100,000 km, and
possibly several longer range satellite surveys.
The two Jupiter encounters timed about a month
apart will provide a continuous, three-month period
in which Jupiter's image is appreciably large (about
half the frame width) in the narrow angle TV camera,
and a history of atmospheric behavior may be
obtained. Imaging may begin as early as 80 days
before closest approach, to gather data for special
observations at closer range.
Galilean satellite encounters occur within a few
to about 30 hours of Perijove, the period in which
Jovian atmospheric analysis and intensive coverage
of such features as the red spots will be occurring.
There is no avoiding such conflict between different
objects of interest, but the long period of useful
close observation opportunities should ensure that
most desired data are acquired.
A brief summary of a single encounter viewed from
the spacecraft, is given in Figure 11. These frames
from K-PLOT II series are based on a trajectory
studied early in the project development.
Because of celestial mechanics constraints, the
spacecraft launched second will generally arrive at
Jupiter and Saturn first. According to current
planning, the schedule separation is about one month
at Jupiter, rising to two or three months at Saturn.
Depending on the Jupiter flyby radius and other
parameters, the Jupiter to Saturn flight time
varies from about 21 months to about two and a half
years .
At Saturn, flyby distances of 4 to 5 planetary
radii are currently planned—one providing near
polar and the other more nearly equatorial passage.
Earth and solar occultation by the planet in both
cases, by the rings, and by the satellite Titan are
anticipated, as well as moderately close encounters
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with some five satellites. The schedule separation
of the two encounters will be utilized to permit
maneuvering the second-arriving spacecraft to an
altered flyby on the basis of information from the
first passage.
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Our experience in exploring the inner solar system
has confirmed and emphasized that it is necessary
to explore each different planet, to obtain data
over a Icng period of time, and to conduct very
close examinations in order to understand the solar
system and its planetary members to any useful
degree. Thus, although we may anticipate adding o
gigantic body of new information in many fields as
a result of the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 mission,
it will still provide only an introduction to our
potential understanding of the outer solar system.
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TABLE 1.

COMPARATIVE PROPERTIES OF INNER AND OUTER PLANETS

ORBIT
Mean
dist
from
Sun(AU)

Eccentri ci ty

Inclin.
(deg.)

Period,
(Earth
yrs)

Rotation
period
(Earth
time)

PHYSICAL
Equatori al
Density,
radius
Mass
(Earth=l) (km)
(g/cm 3 )

Surface
gravi ty
Earth=l

Effective
temperature
(°K)

Mercury

0.4

0.206

7.00

0.24

58.65d

0.05

2420

5.50

0.39

N/A

Venus

0.72

0.007

3.39

0.61

243d

0.82

6050

5.27

0.91

230

Earth

1.00

0.027

—

1.00

Id

1

6378

5.52

1

254

Mars

1.52

0.093

1.85

1.88

24.5hr

0.11

3394

3.95

0.38

209

Jupiter

5.2

0.048

1.30

11.86

9.93hr

317.89

76,600

1.31

2.34

134

Saturn

9.54

0.056

2.48

29.46

10.0310.6hr

95.18

60,000

0.70

0.93

87

Uranus

19.18

0.047

0.76

84.013

10.8hr

14.56

25,400

1.31

-.85

55

Neptune

30.06

0.009

1.76

164.8

15.8hr

17.2

24,750

1.66

-1.1

?45

Pluto

39.44

0.250

17.17

247.69

6.39d

0.11

3200

4.9

-0.4

?42

TABLE 2.

SATELLITES OF JUPITER AND SATURN d

Mean orbital
radius 10.3 |<m Period, days

Mean radius
km

Density
g/cm3

100
1829
1550
2635
2500
-75
-25

2.82
3,02
1.73
1.48

JUPITER
JV
.
(Analthea) 0
lo
Europa
Ganymede
Call is to
JVI (Hestia)
JVII (Hera)
JX (Demeter)
JXII
(Adastrea)
JXI (Pan)
JVII
(Poseidon)
JIX (Hades)
Janus c
Mimas
Encledadus
Tethys
Dione
Rhea
Titan
Hyper ion
lapetus
Phoebe

179.7
185.8
238.3
294.9
377.9
527.6
1222.6
1484
3562.9
12,960

181.5
422
617.4
1071
1884
11,487
11,747
11,861

0.49
1.77
3.55
7.15
16.69
250.57
259.65
263.55

21,250
22,540

631
693

-10
-13

23,510
23,670

739
758

-25
-12

SATURN
0.815
0.942
0.370
1.888
2.737
4.518
15.945
21.277
79.331
660.56

-150?
-240?
~300
600
-400
650
2400
-240?
-650
-60?

~1.0
0.7
-3.6
-1.5
2.31
-1.2

From Reference 6 except for the approximate radius figures for the minor,
non-Galilean satellites which are from P. Moore, Atlas of the Universe.
D Names of minor satellites are not official; numbers are in order of discovery.

cDiscovered 1966.
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TABLE 3.

MARINER 1977 SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS

Experiment

Principal Investigator

Instruments and Functions

Imaging

Team Leader, Bradford Smith,
New Mexico State University

Two TV cameras with 1500 mm, f/8.5 and 200 mm, f/3
optics, multiple filters, variable shutter speeds
and scan rates. Fields of view are about ^ deg.
and 3 deg. On scan platform.

Infrared Interferometric
Spectrometry

Rudolf Hanel, Goddard Space
Flight Center

Spectrometer-radiometer measuring temperatures and
molecular gas compotions, with narrow, 1/4-deg field
of view, producing measurements every 48 sec; on scan
platform.

Ultraviolet Spectroscopy

A. Lyle Broadfoot, Kitt Peak
National Observatory

Grating spectrometer measuring ion, atomic, and smallmolecular gas abundances; spectral range 400-1600
angstroms; on scan platform.

Ultraviolet Photometry

Jacques Blamont, CNRS, France

Two-channel photometer at 1216 angstroms (atomic
hydrogen) and 3090 angstroms (OH) with 1 x 2.5-deg
and 2 x 100-minute fields of view; on scan platform
with j^!6 deg scanning mirror.-'

Photopolarimetry

Charles Lillie, Univ. of
Colorado

200-mm telescope with variable apertures, filters,
polarization analyzers, and photomultiplier detector;
on scan platform.

Plasma

Herbert Bridge, MIT

Dual plasma detectors, one aligned toward Earth/Sun
and one perpendicular, with detection ranges from
4ev to 6kev, for electrons and ions.

Low Energy Charged
Particles

S. M. Krimigis, Johns Hopkins
Applied Physics Laboratory

Dual rotating solid-state detector sets, covering
various ranges from lOkev to more than 30Mev/particle.

Cosmic Ray

R. E. Vogt, Caltech

High-energy, low-energy, and electron telescope
systems using arrays of solid-state detectors, several
ranges from 0.15 to SOOMev/particle.

Magnetic Fields

Norman Ness, Goddard Space
Flight Center

Two low-field triaxial fluxgate magnetometers located
on boom, two high-field (~20 gauss) instruments mounted
on spacecraft.

Planetary Radio Astronomy James Warwick, Univ. of
Colorado
Radio Science

Team Leader, Von R. Eshleman,
Stanford University

Two 10-meter whip antennas and two-band receiver
(20.4-1300 kHz, 2.3-40.5 MHz), detecting planetary
radio emissions and bursts and solar/stellar bursts.
Uses spacecraft S-band/X-band links in planet, satellite,
and Saturn ring occultations to perceive changes in
refractivity and absorption; celestial mechanics
information calculated from tracking data.
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Figure 1.

Artist's Conception of Mariner 1977 Mission.

Figure 2. The planet Jupiter, photographed from
the McDonald Observatory.
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Figure 3. The planet Saturn, photographed from
the New Mexico State University Observatory.

LOW-GAIN COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA

FIELDS & PARTICLES
SCIENTIFIC SENSORS
—— HIGH-GAIN COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA

SCIENCE
SCAN PLATFORM
MAGNETOMETER
BOOM BASE

STAR TRACKERS ———-—-—-_
RADIOISOTOPE
THERMOELECTRIC
GENERATORS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BAYS ———

THERMAL CONTROL LOUVERS

PROPULSION MODULE

—

STABILIZING THRUSTERS ———

ATTITUDE
CONTROL
THRUSTERS

Figure 4. Mariner 1977 Spacecraft.

COSMIC RAY &
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLES
WIDE-ANGLE TV CAMERA

RADIO SCIENCE

UV PHOTOMETER

UV SPECTROMETER

INFRARED INTERFEROMETER
SPECTROMETER

PHQTOPOL ARIMETER

NARROW-ANGLE TV CAMERA

PLANETARY
RADIO

Figure 5. Mission Module with Locations of Instruments Supporting Mariner Jupiter/Saturn Scientific
Investigations.
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OCTOBER 28, 1980
APRIL 10, 1981
SEPTEMBER 21, 1981

Figure 7. Heliocentric Plan View of Selected
Mariner Jupiter/Saturn Trajectories.

Figure 6. Deep Space Station, Tidbinbilla,
Australia, with 26 and 64-meter Antennas.

Figure 8. Mariner 10 pictures of Mercury, representing possible outer-planet satellite resolution by
Mariner TV instrument: a) 18-frame mosaic at 200,000 km; b) single frame at 400,000 km; c) single
frame at almost one million kilometers.
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JUPITER

TITAN
EARTH

13
A PISCIS AUSTRINUS *

FIELD OF VIEW = 60°
VIEW FROM SPACECRAFT EARTH ENTERING OCCULTATION

TIME FROM EPOCH

- 00

1H 24M 48. S

SATURN

E + 10hrs
FIELD OF VIEW = 90°

Figure 9.

Frames from K-PLOT II Mission Simulation.
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TIME FROM EPOCH

- OD

9H 52M 36. S

Figure 10. Typical TV Mosaic Plans, from SCOUT
Simulation.

'
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Figure 12. Periodic Views from Mariner Spacecraft
during Saturn Encounter, for typical trajectory,
from K-PLOT II Simulation.

Figure 11, Periodic Views from Mariner Spacecraft
during Jupiter Encounter, for typical trajectory,
from K-PLOT II Simulation.
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